REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
THEATER 310 AND 320 SEATING UPGRADE
FOR HAWAI‘I CONVENTION CENTER

ITEM
NO.

OWNER ACTION BY

Q-009

BIDDER REQUESTING
INFORMATION

DATE OF
QUESTION /
RESPONSE

Irwin Seating

3/25/2020

Irwin Seating

3/25/2020

AEG/HCC
Q-007

3/25/2020

Q-006

Irwin Seating

3/25/2020

AEG/HCC
Q-005

Irwin Seating

3/25/2020

Q-004

Irwin Seating

3/25/2020

Q-003

Camatic Seating
AEG/HCC

As a design build project, HCC is open to all options that include alternative equipment, methods, materials or designs that address the
scope of work. If the contractior includes alternative designs, equipment, methods and materials the contractor shall specify the
advantages and disadvantages of the proposed alternative.
Is the project expected to use a multi-colored design incorporating various colors and types of fabrics, or will each auditorium have one
fabric type and one color throughout?

3/16/2020

Closed

Closed

Regarding the carpet and any other type of flooring in the two auditoriums. Is the intent to have the contractor simply protect the carpet
during the chair project or will it be replaced.
The sequence of the project shall be as follows: The seating contractor will remove the current seating. The flooring contractor will
remove and install new flooring. The seating contractor will return and install the new seating.

AEG/HCC

Closed

The specifications references a Solid Cast iron end. Is there a guide to an aesthetic choice for this?

HCC is looking at one color theme per theater. Each color theme may incorporate different fabric choices for the seats. As a design build
project, HCC is open to all options that include alternative equipment, methods, materials or designs that address the scope of work. If
the contractor includes alternative designs, equipment, methods and materials the contractor shall specify the advantages and
disadvanteages of the proposed alternative.

AEG/HCC

Closed

Are we to provide 1 single seat sample or a row of 6 seats sample in place? Would this be just for 1 room or will you require the 6 seats
sample for each room? Would these samples be incorporated into final project?
Provide one sample for each seat type proposed. If there are multiple seat samples, please install a different fabric on each seat. Install
fabric using fabric options from list of proposed fabrics. If additional fabric options are proposed, provide a 2' x 2' sample of the fabric.
As a design build project, HCC is open to all options that include alternative equipment, methods, materials or designs that address the
scope of work. If the contractor includes alternative designs, equipment, methods and materials the contractor shall specify the
advantages and disadvantages of the proposed alternative.

AEG/HCC

Closed

When are the sample chair(s) expected to be delivered for evaluation?
HCC would like sample chairs delivered by Friday, April 24, 2020.

Irwin Seating

STATUS OPEN /
CLOSED

The existing site photos show at least some of the seats with Folding Tablet Arms. Is the project design intent to have Folding Tablet
Arms on any of the seats?
As a design build project, HCC is open to all options that include alternative equipment, methods, materials or designs that address the
scope of work. If the contractior includes alternative designs, equipment, methods and materials the contractor shall specify the
advantages and disadvantages of the proposed alternative.

AEG/HCC

Q-008

QUESTION / RESPONSE

Closed

Please confirm who will be providing the dumpster for materials that need to be discarded.
HCC can secure the dumpster and will charge back to the contractor. Current rates are $580 per dumpster and $95 a ton for dumpster
contents. Note this is the current rates charged by our waste hauler. If charges increase, HCC will pass along costs at no mark up.
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Closed

Q-002

Camatic Seating

3/16/2020

As a design build project, HCC is open to all options that include alternative equipment, methods, materials or designs that address the
scope of work. If the contractior includes alternative designs, equipment, methods and materials the contractor shall specify the
advantages and disadvantages of the proposed alternative.

AEG/HCC

Q-001

Camatic Seating
AEG/HCC

Please confirm the new seats will be riser mounted as per specification. Existing seats are tread mounted.

3/16/2020

Closed

Please confirm number of removable ADA seats. Specification documents calls for an entire first and last row. Since this seat is more
expensive, please designate the count.
The total number of ADA seats will be 8 for each theater. Position 2 ADA seats on each end of the first and last row.
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Closed

